Chevy malibu o2 sensor

It is letting you know that there is an issue with the wiring or harness going to the sensor, or the
sensor itself is bad. There are also some less likely problems that can cause P Typically, the
only symptom of P is going to be the service engine soon light. In some cases, there can be
other symptoms as well. These symptoms include:. But, like anything that causes the service
engine soon light to come on it is a good idea to have it fixed as soon as possible. Here are the
most common issues that cause the P code in the Chevy Malibu. They are presented in order
somewhat of most to least likely to cause the problem. It is possible to diagnose the P with a
multimeter. If the light comes on, even for a second, you know that you have a short circuit
causing the P trouble code. Good luck finding whatever caused P in your Chevy Malibu. If you
have anything that you would like to add, please feel free to leave a comment below. Chevy
Malibu P Symptoms Typically, the only symptom of P is going to be the service engine soon
light. Wiring Harness Issues â€” The wiring that goes to the front and rear oxygen sensors is
very susceptible to damage. This is due to the fact that O2 sensors are under the chassis where
they are subject to punishment from road debris, and they are subjected to a lot of exhaust
heat. Bad Oxygen Sensor â€” The O2 sensor itself is one of the most likely reasons that P is
triggering your service engine soon light. See directly below. They are relatively affordable at
Autozone or Amazon. Damage to the Terminal â€” The terminal that the oxygen sensor
connects to the plug is also relatively susceptible to damage. Wrong O2 Sensor â€” If you are
getting P after having recently replaced your Oxygen sensor, it may be that the replacement is
wrong or bad. Conclusion Good luck finding whatever caused P in your Chevy Malibu. This
means that it has the same meaning for any vehicle. This code is supposed to let you know that
there is an issue with the wiring or harness going to the sensor, or the sensor itself is bad.
There are other things that cause P to populate. Typically, the only symptom of P is going to be
the service engine soon light. In some cases, there can be other symptoms as well. These
symptoms include:. But, like anything that causes the service engine soon light to come on it is
a good idea to have it fixed as soon as possible. Here are the most common issues that cause
the P code in the Chevy Malibu. They are presented in order somewhat of most to least likely to
cause the problem. It is possible to diagnose the P with a multimeter. If the light comes on, even
for a second, you know that you have a short circuit causing the P trouble code. Good luck
finding whatever caused P in your Chevy Malibu. If you have anything that you would like to
add, please feel free to leave a comment below. Bank 1 refers to the side of the engine with
Cylinder 1 in the firing order. Chevy Malibu P Symptoms Typically, the only symptom of P is
going to be the service engine soon light. Bad Oxygen Sensor â€” The O2 sensor itself is one of
the most likely reasons that P is triggering your service engine soon light. See directly below.
They are relatively affordable at Autozone or Amazon. Wiring Harness Issues â€” The wiring
that goes to the front and rear oxygen sensors is very susceptible to damage. This is owes to
the fact that O2 sensors are under the chassis where they are subject to punishment from road
debris, and they are subjected to a lot of exhaust heat. Sensor 2 is right by the Catalytic
Converter, which produces a ton of heat. This is because the converter can only let a fraction of
the amount of exhaust through that it normally can. How to tell if your catalytic converter is bad
2carpos YouTube. Damage to the Terminal â€” The terminal that the oxygen sensor connects to
the plug is also relatively susceptible to damage. Wrong O2 Sensor â€” If you are getting P after
having recently replaced your Oxygen sensor, it may be that the replacement is wrong or bad.
Conclusion Good luck finding whatever caused P in your Chevy Malibu. This listing is for part
or sub-assembly number given below only. We only accept Paypal. Payment is expected within
days from the end of the auction. We send all the items are based on your paypal address.
Therefore, please make sure your paypal address is valid. Skip to main content. Email to friends
Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. This listing was ended
by the seller because the item is no longer available. Ships to:. This amount is subject to
change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs
duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Start of add to list layer. Add to
Watchlist Add to wish list. Sign in for more lists. Feb 17, PST. May not ship to Ukraine - Read
item description or contact seller for shipping options. See details. Seller's other items. Similar
sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Seller assumes all responsibility for this
listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were unable to complete your request.
Please try again later. This part is not compatible with this. Compatibility information is not
available for this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle
s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended.
Portions of the information contained in this table have been provided by airtocup. Store

category. Sign Up Now! You may also like. Product Description. Delivery details. We only ship
this item to United States! We ship to your eBay adress. Please check your shipping address
carefully before checkout, it can't be changed if order completed. Ship within 1 business day
once payment completed. Orders placed on weekend will be shipped within 2 days. Seriously
promise: Refund or resend will be offered if item still not arrive in business days. Just send us
an email ,we will give you a satisfied solution as soon as possible. It's highly appreciated you
leave us positive feedback and 5 star rating comments if you are satisfied with our service! Your
comment is very important in our business success. If you are dissatisfied with item or have not
received the items over 35 days,please contact us for solution,we will try our best to solve it. We
must give you a satisfactory solution. Please feel free to contact us first before leave indifferent
feedback or star good feedback and open Case. Because we believe Anything can be resolved
through communication. Thank you! About us. If you send email to us,In our working hours will
be resumed within 48 hours. Please feel free to contact us if you have any questions: Dear my
friend,we appreciate your support. And our goal is service you well and give you a pleasant
shopping time in our store. Contact us. We stand behind every product we sell. If you're not
pleased with your purchase, please kindly contact our customer service representatives via
email,we will solve for you asap. Buyer is responsible for return costs. Shipping and handling
fees are not refundable. Do you have a showroom? We are only online at this time. Do you offer
wholesale prices? We do not offer wholesale pricing. Do you offer any installation services? We
do not offer installation services. I received an incomplete order missing parts, manual, etc. If
you receive an incomplete order, please contact us here through eBay's messaging system.
Why was my order cancelled? If your order is cancelled due to inventory, you will receive an
email. In most cases, inventory is determined at time of purchase. In the event that your item is
out of stock, you will receive a full refund including tax back to the original form of payment.
Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends
Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Condition: New.
Compatibility: See compatible vehicles. Ended: Feb 17, PST. Shipping: May not ship to Ukraine Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. Seller: airtocup Seller's other
items. Delivery details We only ship this item to United States! Feedback It's highly appreciated
you leave us positive feedback and 5 star rating comments if you are satisfied with our service!
About us If you send email to us,In our working hours will be resumed within 48 hours. Contact
us We stand behind every product we sell. On Feb at PST, seller added the following
information:. Chevrolet Malibu owners have reported 9 problems related to o2 sensor under the
electrical system category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please
check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Chevrolet Malibu based on all problems
reported for the Malibu. Car will stall out and won't go at time without pumping the gas. We have
replaced vacuum pump and both O2 sensors. Power steering locks up when hitting a small
bump, won't start unless I moved the drivers seat up and back, if I use the blinkers my radio
goes off if I use my high beams the radio freezes. It will do weeks with no issues then one day it
will start acting up and does it for days or weeks. Chevy says there is no recap for that model
but I've read multiple complaints about the same things so why is it not being addressed by gm.
See all problems of the Chevrolet Malibu. I have had to change the passenger caliper and rotors
twice because the bolts for the caliper keeps popping out and the bolts for the bracket keeps
popping out. My windshield wiper on the passenger side went out last month. Last night the car
wouldn't start up anymore when I do turn the key the lights come on but when I try to start the
car up I get a clicking noise, the radio kept going in and out also. Now my O2 sensors and
tripping. I've had to change the egr valve because it kept getting stuck in open position and I
also changed the belt. Check engine light randomly comes on and off. Unable to get a
diagnostic check thoroughly because the engine light doesn't stay on. Was at an auto zone one
day when it came on again and was given two of the same codes stating there may be an O2
sensor issue. Check engine light went off. Right driver back seat belt doesn't click in all the way
but sometimes it does. O2 sensor, ing fuse keeps blowing causing car not to start. The contact
owns a Chevrolet Malibu. While driving at an unknown speed, the reduce power, check engine,
and esc service traction indicators illuminated intermittently. The vehicle was taken to an
unknown independent mechanic where it was diagnosed that the throttle box, idle control
sensor, module control sensor, throttle position sensor, oxygen control sensor, and the
transmission control module needed to be repaired. The dealer was not contacted. The vehicle
was repaired; however, the failure persisted. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure.
The approximate failure mileage was , I own a Malibu with , miles on it. On June 16, I took my
car to the dealer's service center because a week prior my car doors unlocked and my engine
shut down as I was driving down the street. This happend twice about four days apart. They

replaced the oxygen sensor. Aweek later it started doing the same thing but about every two to
four days. I took it back on July 16, and they could not find anything wrong and told me to bring
it back when I could leave the car there. Now this has become a daily occurance, even
happening two to ten times a day doing it 6 times within driving less that a mile at times. Luckily
it starts right back up and that I still have control of the steering and brakes. While driving,
vehicle was hesitant after stopping, transmission would begin to shift every 4 seconds, dealer
stated that a piece of metal from the front pump of the transmission had come off and sent
pieces of metal circulating through the entire transmission, consumer was told that since the
transmission was sealed that it was not anticipated that the metal pieces would affect the other
systems of the vehicle, dealer made repairs and one mile down the road transmission began
acting poorly again, consumer took back to dealer who stated that transmission was stuck in
second gear, dealer replaced transmission. Oxygen sensor failed. Rotors warped and were
causing vibration, dealer replaced pads and rotors. Battery leaked acid into engine
compartment. Coolant cap was defective and replaced. Theft prevention light comes on
intermittently, unable
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to start vehicle at that time. At this time light comes on while driving. Dealer has also replaced
the passlock system and oxygen sensor. Vehicle shut down multiple times while driving, and
occasionally did not start. Consumer has taken vehicle to dealer twice, the O2 sensor has been
replaced, and the ignition switch, which was causing the problem, was also replaced. Car
Problems. O2 Sensor problem of the Chevrolet Malibu 1. O2 Sensor problem of the Chevrolet
Malibu 2. O2 Sensor problem of the Chevrolet Malibu 3. O2 Sensor problem of the Chevrolet
Malibu 4. O2 Sensor problem of the Chevrolet Malibu 5. O2 Sensor problem of the Chevrolet
Malibu 6. O2 Sensor problem of the Chevrolet Malibu 7. O2 Sensor problem of the Chevrolet
Malibu 8. O2 Sensor problem of the Chevrolet Malibu 9. Electrical System problems. Anti-theft
Controller problems. Ignition Switch problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Wiring problems.
Ignition problems. Starter problems. Horn Assembly problems. Battery problems.

